
If you are in the Philadelphia tri state area, you are familiar with the one way people
try to begin to shake off the chill, and that’s with the Philadelphia Flower Show.  For
me, the Philadelphia Flower Show is how I get my nature-inspired design. As a
designer I’m constantly on the lookout for inspiration.  And nothing helps me more
than a showcase full of flowers.   Now the key to nature-inspired design is to infuse
your space with the wonders of nature. Here are a few tips on how you can infuse
nature’s beauty into your interiors. 

Color:  Imagine the stunning hues of a captivating sunset, or the vibrant colors of fresh
fields of blooming flowers. Think light to deep oranges, radiant pinks, and fiery reds.
Combining these beautiful tones into your design is one way to create a space that
feels inviting and cozy. These shades are sure to infuse your space with energy and
cheerfulness.  

Plants: Use plants in your decor to add that live-in serenity only Mother Nature can
provide. A touch of greenery here, a potted friend there, and voilà! Your space has life
literally breathing through it.  Or hang a new wreath at your door full of colorful
blooms.  Whether real or fake it'll instantly uplift your spirits every time you come
home.

Use wood:  Wood material isn't just for cabins anymore.  Wood tones work with any
design esthetic.  From flooring to furniture, natural wood adds beauty to any space.   
The texture, movement, and tones of wood really add warmth to any space.

So don't be shy; let nature inspire your inner designer.  I do.   It’s nothing like nature to
get the creative juices flowing!  Let nature work its magic and give you inspiration for
your space, and watch as your space transforms into a cozy haven filled with warmth
and welcoming vibes. Say goodbye to winter blues and hello to an inviting sanctuary
that will have you embracing each day with renewed energy!
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Remember, bringing nature into your design is more than just

aesthetics – it's about creating a space that nurtures your soul.

So, are you ready for the ultimate home makeover experience?

If so, let us work our magic and help you create a uniquely fabulous

sanctuary that is 

Nature-Inspired Design! 

designing your vision  

we bring your ideas to. life 

Feeling the winter blues? 

Well, it’s March! Time to shake off that frosty chill and bring in some

natural warmth. The perfect way to brush off the chill and bring a

breath of fresh air into your space is  with 

Nature-Inspired Design! 


